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Hatchet
Four weird books, one weirder collection! Meet Miss
Child, a zookeeper who eats lunch with baboons; Mr.
Harrison, a tech guy who is on the fritz; Mrs. Lilly, a
reporter who digs up dirt; and Mr. Burke, a
groundskeeper who races lawnmowers! Will Ella
Mentry School ever be the same? Read this four-book
collection to find out!

The Outsiders
A classic tale by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo,
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America's beloved storyteller. One summer’s day, tenyear-old India Opal Buloni goes down to the local
supermarket for some groceries – and comes home
with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is no ordinary dog. It’s
because of Winn-Dixie that Opal begins to make
friends. And it’s because of Winn-Dixie that she finally
dares to ask her father about her mother, who left
when Opal was three. In fact, as Opal admits, just
about everything that happens that summer is
because of Winn-Dixie. Featuring a new cover
illustration by E. B. Lewis and an excerpt of Kate
DiCamillo's newest novel, Raymie Nightingale.

Hoot
This powerful Newbery-winning classic tells the story
of the great coon dog Sounder and his family. An
African American boy and his family rarely have
enough to eat. Each night, the boy's father takes their
dog, Sounder, out to look for food. The man grows
more desperate by the day. When food suddenly
appears on the table one morning, it seems like a
blessing. But the sheriff and his deputies are not far
behind. The ever-loyal Sounder remains determined
to help the family he loves as hard times bear down.
This classic novel shows the courage, love, and faith
that bind a family together despite the racism and
inhumanity they face in the nineteenth-century deep
South. Readers who enjoy timeless dog stories such
as Old Yeller and Where the Red Fern Grows will find
much to love in Sounder, even as they read through
tears at times.
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Holes
Winner of the Newbery Medal and the National Book
Award! This #1 New York Times bestselling, modern
classic in which boys are forced to dig holes day in
and day out is now available with a splashy new look.
Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A curse that began
with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-greatgrandfather and has since followed generations of
Yelnatses. Now Stanley has been unjustly sent to a
boys’ detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the
boys build character by spending all day, every day
digging holes exactly five feet wide and five feet
deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake. But there
are an awful lot of holes. It doesn’t take long for
Stanley to realize there’s more than character
improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys
are digging holes because the warden is looking for
something. But what could be buried under a dried-up
lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive
and darkly humorous tale of crime and
punishment—and redemption. Includes a double
bonus: an excerpt from Small Steps, the follow-up to
Holes, as well as an excerpt from Louis Sachar’s new
middle-grade novel, Fuzzy Mud. "A smart jigsaw
puzzle of a novel." --The New York Times WINNER OF
THE BOSTON GLOBE-HORN BOOK AWARD A NEW
YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW NOTABLE CHILDREN'S
BOOK SELECTED FOR NUMEROUS BEST BOOK OF THE
YEAR AND ALA HONORS

The Southern Book Club's Guide to
Slaying Vampires
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A determined 12-year-old girl bikes across the country
in this quirky and charming debut middle grade novel.
Introverted Bicycle has lived most of her life at the
Mostly Silent Monastery in Washington, D.C. When her
guardian, Sister Wanda, announces that Bicycle is
going to attend a camp where she will learn to make
friends, Bicycle says no way and sets off on her bike
for San Francisco to meet her idol, a famous cyclist,
certain he will be her first true friend. Who knew that
a ghost would haunt her handlebars and that she
would have to contend with bike-hating dogs, a bikeloving horse, bike-crushing pigs, and a mysterious
lady dressed in black. Over the uphills and downhills
of her journey, Bicycle discovers that friends are not
such a bad thing to have after all, and that a dozen
cookies really can solve most problems.

Flight
From the National Book Award–winning author of The
Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, the tale of
a troubled boy’s trip through history. Half Native
American and half Irish, fifteen-year-old “Zits” has
spent much of his short life alternately abused and
ignored as an orphan and ward of the foster care
system. Ever since his mother died, he’s felt alienated
from everyone, but, thanks to the alcoholic father
whom he’s never met, especially disconnected from
other Indians. After he runs away from his latest
foster home, he makes a new friend. Handsome,
charismatic, and eloquent, Justice soon persuades Zits
to unleash his pain and anger on the uncaring world.
But picking up a gun leads Zits on an unexpected
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time-traveling journey through several violent
moments in American history, experiencing life as an
FBI agent during the civil rights movement, a mute
Indian boy during the Battle of Little Bighorn, a
nineteenth-century Indian tracker, and a modern-day
airplane pilot. When Zits finally returns to his own
body, “he begins to understand what it means to be
the hero, the villain and the victim. . . . Mr. Alexie
succeeds yet again with his ability to pierce to the
heart of matters, leaving this reader with tears in her
eyes” (The New York Times Book Review). Sherman
Alexie’s acclaimed novels have turned a spotlight on
the unique experiences of modern-day Native
Americans, and here, the New York Times–bestselling
author of The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in
Heaven and The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time
Indian takes a bold new turn, combining magical
realism with his singular humor and insight. This
ebook features an illustrated biography of Sherman
Alexie including rare photos from the author’s
personal collection.

Hoot
In her own singularly beautiful style, Newbery Medal
winner Sharon Creech intricately weaves together two
tales, one funny, one bittersweet, to create a
heartwarming, compelling, and utterly moving story
of love, loss, and the complexity of human emotion.
Thirteen-year-old Salamanca Tree Hiddle, proud of
her country roots and the "Indian-ness in her blood,"
travels from Ohio to Idaho with her eccentric
grandparents. Along the way, she tells them of the
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story of Phoebe Winterbottom, who received
mysterious messages, who met a "potential lunatic,"
and whose mother disappeared. As Sal entertains her
grandparents with Phoebe's outrageous story, her
own story begins to unfold—the story of a thirteenyear-old girl whose only wish is to be reunited with
her missing mother.

Rip Van Winkle and The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow
An adventurous story of a frontier boy raised by
Indians, The Light in the Forest is a beloved American
classic. When John Cameron Butler was a child, he
was captured in a raid on the Pennsylvania frontier
and adopted by the great warrrior Cuyloga. Renamed
True Son, he came to think of himself as fully Indian.
But eleven years later his tribe, the Lenni Lenape, has
signed a treaty with the white men and agreed to
return their captives, including fifteen-year-old True
Son. Now he must go back to the family he has
forgotten, whose language is no longer his, and
whose ways of dress and behavior are as strange to
him as the ways of the forest are to them. From the
Paperback edition.

Swindle
Paul Fisher sees the world from behind glasses so
thick he looks like a bug-eyed alien. But he’s not so
blind that he can’t see there are some very unusual
things about his family’s new home in Tangerine
County, Florida. Where else does a sinkhole swallow
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the local school, fire burn underground for years, and
lightning strike at the same time every day? The
chaos is compounded by constant harassment from
his football–star brother, and adjusting to life in
Tangerine isn’t easy for Paul—until he joins the soccer
team at his middle school. With the help of his new
teammates, Paul begins to discover what lies beneath
the surface of his strange new hometown. And he also
gains the courage to face up to some secrets his
family has been keeping from him for far too long. In
Tangerine, it seems, anything is possible.

Squirm
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery
Honor–winning survival novel Hatchet with a pocketsized edition perfect for travelers to take along on
their own adventures. This special anniversary edition
includes a new introduction and commentary by
author Gary Paulsen, pen-and-ink illustrations by
Drew Willis, and a water resistant cover. Hatchet has
also been nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteenyear-old Brian Robeson, haunted by his secret
knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is traveling by
single-engine plane to visit his father for the first time
since the divorce. When the plane crashes, killing the
pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is alone in the
Canadian wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a
tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet his mother had
given him as a present. At first consumed by despair
and self-pity, Brian slowly learns survival skills—how
to make a shelter for himself, how to hunt and fish
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and forage for food, how to make a fire—and even
finds the courage to start over from scratch when a
tornado ravages his campsite. When Brian is finally
rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges
from his ordeal with new patience and maturity, and a
greater understanding of himself and his parents.

Everything You Need to Ace Math in One
Big Fat Notebook
Ocean's 11 . . . with 11-year-olds, in a super standalone heist caper from Gordon Korman! After a mean
collector named Swindle cons him out of his most
valuable baseball card, Griffin Bing must put together
a band of misfits to break into Swindle's compound
and recapture the card. There are many things
standing in their way -- a menacing guard dog, a hightech security system, a very secret hiding place, and
their inability to drive -- but Griffin and his team are
going to get back what's rightfully his . . . even if
hijinks ensue. This is Gordon Korman at his crowdpleasing best, perfect for readers who like to hoot,
howl, and heist.

Tangerine
A classic work of American literature that has not
stopped changing minds and lives since it burst onto
the literary scene, The Things They Carried is a
ground-breaking meditation on war, memory,
imagination, and the redemptive power of
storytelling. The Things They Carried depicts the men
of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat
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Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and
the character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour
in Vietnam to become a father and writer at the age
of forty-three. Taught everywhere—from high school
classrooms to graduate seminars in creative
writing—it has become required reading for any
American and continues to challenge readers in their
perceptions of fact and fiction, war and peace,
courage and fear and longing. The Things They
Carried won France's prestigious Prix du Meilleur Livre
Etranger and the Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize; it
was also a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the
National Book Critics Circle Award.

The Light in the Forest
A collection of progressively harder to guess
palindrome riddles.

Skellig
Sounder
Carl Hiaasen 5-Book Collection
From Newbery Honoree Carl Hiaasen comes this New
York Times bestseller set in Florida's Everglades in
which an eccentric eco-avenger, a stuffed rat named
Chelsea, a wannabe Texas oilman, a singing
substitute teacher, and a ticked-off panther can’t stop
two kids on a mission to find their missing teacher!
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Bunny Starch, the most feared biology teacher ever,
is missing. She disappeared after a school field trip to
Black Vine Swamp. And, to be honest, the kids in her
class are relieved. But when the principal tries to tell
the students that Mrs. Starch has been called away on
a "family emergency," Nick and Marta just don't buy
it. No, they figure the class delinquent, Smoke, has
something to do with her disappearance. And he
does! But not in the way they think. There's a lot
more going on in Black Vine Swamp than any one
player in this twisted tale can see. It’s all about to hit
the fan, and when it does, the bad guys better scat.
“Ingenious . . . Scat won’t disappoint Hiaasenphiles of
any age.” —The New York Times “Woohoo! It’s time
for another trip to Florida—screwy, gorgeous Florida,
with its swamps and scammers and strange creatures
(two- and four-legged). Our guide, of course, is Carl
Hiaasen.” —DenverPost.com

The Hot Zone
“With just one collection of stories, Joyce left his mark
on almost every short-story writer who followed him”
-The Guardian In this collection of revelatory stories of
Dublin in the late 19th century, James Joyce
presented the everyday depiction of ordinary
characters in moments of an epiphany. The fifteen
stories begin with characters in childhood, and
progress into adolescence, and finally into maturity.
The final story, “The Dead” is considered one of the
most extraordinary stories ever written in the English
language. Many of the characters within this
collection reappear in Joyce’s later work. Dubliners is
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a remarkably modern work, yet the most accessible of
all of Joyce’s writing. Authored in his early twenties,
the short stories were completed in 1907, but were
not published until 1914 due to many passages in the
narratives that were considered too provocative to
print. The stories in Dubliners were initially
commissioned by an Irish farming magazine to depict
quaint and brief tales of Irish life. Three stories were
published before the magazine editor deemed the
material unsuitable for the readership. Those appear
among this extraordinary collection of 15 stories,
which include: The Sisters, An Encounter, Araby,
Eveline, After the Race, Two Gallants, The Boarding
House, A Little Cloud, Counterparts, Clay, A Painful
Case, Ivy Day in the Committee Room, A Mother,
Grace, The Dead. With an eye-catching new cover,
and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of
Dubliners is both modern and readable.

Scat
From one of America’s most popular short story
writers and an Academy Award nominee: the O. Henry
Award–winning tale that inspired the movie The Hunt.
A subject of mysterious rumors and superstition, the
deserted Caribbean Island was shrouded in an air of
peril. To Sanger Rainsford, who fell off a yacht and
washed up on its shores, the abandoned isle was a
welcome paradise. But unknown to the big-game
hunter, a predator lurked in its lush jungles—one
more dangerous than any he had ever encountered: a
human. First published in 1924, this suspenseful tale
“has inspired serial killers, films and stirred
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controversy in schools. A century on, the story
continues to thrill” (The Telegraph). “[A] tense,
relentless story of man-against-man adventure, in
which the hunter Sanger Rainsford learns, at the
hands of General Zaroff, what it means to be hunted.”
—Criterion

Squeeze Me
This collection features five of Newbery Honorwinning and #1 New York Times bestselling author
Carl Hiaasen's beloved classics! Take a trip to Carl
Hiaasen's Florida--where the animals are wild and the
people are wilder--with this collection that includes
Hoot, Flush, Scat, Chomp, and Squirm! Hoot:
Everybody loves Mother Paula's pancakes. Everybody,
that is, except the cute but endangered owls that live
on the building site of the new restaurant. Can the
awkward new kid and his feral friend prank the
pancake people out of town? Or is the owls' fate
cemented in pancake batter? Flush: The Coral Queen
casino boat is treating the ocean like a toilet bowl, so
Noah's dad decides to sink the darn thing. Problem is,
there's no evidence of illegal dumping. Now Dad's in
the clink, the boat's back in business, and only Noah
can flush the truth out into the open. Scat: The most
terrifying teacher in school is missing in the
Everglades, and it's up to Nick and Marta to find her.
But first they'll have to reckon with a junior arsonist, a
wannabe Texas oilman, and a ticked-off Florida
panther. It's all about to hit the fan, and when it does,
these kids better scat. Chomp: When Wahoo Cray's
dad--a professional animal wrangler--takes a job with
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a reality-TV survival show, Wahoo figures he'll have to
do a bit of wrangling himself to keep his father from
killing the show's inept and egotistical star. But the
job keeps getting more complicated--and it isn't just
the animals who are ready to chomp. Squirm: This
summer, Billy will fly across the country, hike a
mountain, float a river, dodge a grizzly bear, shoot
down a spy drone, save a neighbor's cat, save an
endangered panther, and then try to save his own
father.

Hoot - Teaching Unit
It’s the revolutionary math study guide just for middle
school students from the brains behind Brain Quest.
Everything You Need to Ace Math . . . covers
everything to get a student over any math hump:
fractions, decimals, and how to multiply and divide
them; ratios, proportions, and percentages; geometry;
statistics and probability; expressions and equations;
and the coordinate plane and functions. The BIG FAT
NOTEBOOK™ series is built on a simple and
irresistible conceit—borrowing the notes from the
smartest kid in class. There are five books in all, and
each is the only book you need for each main subject
taught in middle school: Math, Science, American
History, English Language Arts, and World History.
Inside the reader will find every subject’s key
concepts, easily digested and summarized: Critical
ideas highlighted in neon colors. Definitions
explained. Doodles that illuminate tricky concepts in
marker. Mnemonics for memorable shortcuts. And
quizzes to recap it all. The BIG FAT NOTEBOOKS meet
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Common Core State Standards, Next Generation
Science Standards, and state history standards, and
are vetted by National and State Teacher of the Year
Award–winning teachers. They make learning fun and
are the perfect next step for every kid who grew up
on Brain Quest.

Hoot - Literature Kit Gr. 5-6
Esperanza Rising joins the Scholastic Gold line, which
features award-winning and beloved novels. Includes
exclusive bonus content! Esperanza thought she'd
always live a privileged life on her family's ranch in
Mexico. She'd always have fancy dresses, a beautiful
home filled with servants, and Mama, Papa, and
Abuelita to care for her. But a sudden tragedy forces
Esperanza and Mama to flee to California and settle in
a Mexican farm labor camp. Esperanza isn't ready for
the hard work, financial struggles brought on by the
Great Depression, or lack of acceptance she now
faces. When Mama gets sick and a strike for better
working conditions threatens to uproot their new life,
Esperanza must find a way to rise above her difficult
circumstances-because Mama's life, and her own,
depend on it.

The Things They Carried
The Phantom Tollbooth
Reprint. Originally published: c2002.
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Farewell to Manzanar
The beautiful and haunting novel that launched David
Almond as one of the best children's writers of today
When a move to a new house coincides with his baby
sister's illness, Michael's world seems suddenly lonely
and uncertain. Then, one Sunday afternoon, he
stumbles into the old, ramshackle garage of his new
home, and finds something magical. A strange
creature - part owl, part angel, a being who needs
Michael's help if he is to survive. With his new friend
Mina, Michael nourishes Skellig back to health, while
his baby sister languishes in the hospital. But Skellig
is far more than he at first appears, and as he helps
Michael breathe life into his tiny sister, Michael's
world changes for ever . . . Skellig won the Carnegie
Medal and the Whitbread Children's Book Award and
is now a major Sky1 feature film, starring Tim Roth
and John Simm. David Almond is also winner of the
2010 Hans Christian Andersen award. Powerful and
moving - The Guardian This newly jacketed edition
celebrates 15 years of this multi-award-winning novel.

Savvy
In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we
divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature
reading comprehension and vocabulary questions. In
every chapter, we include Before You Read and After
You Read questions. The Before You Read activities
prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for
reading. They stimulate background knowledge and
experience, and guide students to make connections
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between what they know and what they will learn.
The After You Read activities check students'
comprehension and extend their learning. Students
are asked to give thoughtful consideration of the text
through creative and evaluative short-answer
questions and journal prompts. Also included are
writing tasks, graphic organizers, comprehension
quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further
develop students' critical thinking and writing skills,
and analysis of the text. About the Novel: Hoot is the
delightful story of Roy Eberhardt, who finds himself in
the unenviable position of being the new boy at his
school. Roy’s trouble-filled life, however, takes a turn
for the better when he encounters a peculiar “running
boy” who answers only to “Mullet Fingers”. The two
boys save a colony of burrowing owls from being
disrupted at a local construction site. Along the way
they learn many life lessons as they deal with many
challenges. Roy and Mullet Fingers gather help in
their quest from some of the most unexpected
sources and finally uncover the truth about how
Mother Paula is attempting to circumvent the law in
having their restaurant built on that particular site. All
of our content is aligned to your State Standards and
are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

Whatshisface
During World War II a community called Manzanar
was hastily created in the high mountain desert
country of California, east of the Sierras. Its purpose
was to house thousands of Japanese American
internees. One of the first families to arrive was the
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Wakatsukis, who were ordered to leave their fishing
business in Long Beach and take with them only the
belongings they could carry. For Jeanne Wakatsuki, a
seven-year-old child, Manzanar became a way of life
in which she struggled and adapted, observed and
grew. For her father it was essentially the end of his
life. At age thirty-seven, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston
recalls life at Manzanar through the eyes of the child
she was. She tells of her fear, confusion, and
bewilderment as well as the dignity and great
resourcefulness of people in oppressive and
demeaning circumstances. Written with her husband,
Jeanne delivers a powerful first-person account that
reveals her search for the meaning of Manzanar.
Farewell to Manzanar has become a staple of
curriculum in schools and on campuses across the
country. Last year the San Francisco Chronicle named
it one of the twentieth century’s 100 best nonfiction
books from west of the Rockies. First published in
1973, this new edition of the classic memoir of a
devastating Japanese American experience includes
an inspiring afterword by the authors.

Because of Winn-Dixie
The New York Times Best Seller #1 April LibraryReads
Pick April Indie Next Pick Goodreads Big Book of
Spring Steel Magnolias meets Dracula in this '90s-set
horror novel about a women's book club that must do
battle with a mysterious newcomer to their small
Southern town, perfect for murderinos and fans of
Stephen King. Patricia Campbell’s life has never felt
smaller. Her husband is a workaholic, her teenage
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kids have their own lives, her senile mother-in-law
needs constant care, and she’s always a step behind
on her endless to-do list. The only thing keeping her
sane is her book club, a close-knit group of Charleston
women united by their love of true crime. At these
meetings they’re as likely to talk about the Manson
family as they are about their own families. One
evening after book club, Patricia is viciously attacked
by an elderly neighbor, bringing the neighbor's
handsome nephew, James Harris, into her life. James
is well traveled and well read, and he makes Patricia
feel things she hasn’t felt in years. But when children
on the other side of town go missing, their deaths
written off by local police, Patricia has reason to
believe James Harris is more of a Bundy than a Brad
Pitt. The real problem? James is a monster of a
different kind—and Patricia has already invited him in.
Little by little, James will insinuate himself into
Patricia’s life and try to take everything she took for
granted—including the book club—but she won’t
surrender without a fight in this blood-soaked tale of
neighborly kindness gone wrong.

Dubliners
The bestselling landmark account of the first
emergence of the Ebola virus. Now a mini-series
drama starring Julianna Margulies, Topher Grace,
Liam Cunningham, James D'Arcy, and Noah Emmerich
on National Geographic. A highly infectious, deadly
virus from the central African rain forest suddenly
appears in the suburbs of Washington, D.C. There is
no cure. In a few days 90 percent of its victims are
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dead. A secret military SWAT team of soldiers and
scientists is mobilized to stop the outbreak of this
exotic "hot" virus. The Hot Zone tells this dramatic
story, giving a hair-raising account of the appearance
of rare and lethal viruses and their "crashes" into the
human race. Shocking, frightening, and impossible to
ignore, The Hot Zone proves that truth really is scarier
than fiction.

Hoot - Literature Kit Gr. 5-6
In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we
divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature
reading comprehension and vocabulary questions. In
every chapter, we include Before You Read and After
You Read questions. The Before You Read activities
prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for
reading. They stimulate background knowledge and
experience, and guide students to make connections
between what they know and what they will learn.
The After You Read activities check students'
comprehension and extend their learning. Students
are asked to give thoughtful consideration of the text
through creative and evaluative short-answer
questions and journal prompts. Also included are
writing tasks, graphic organizers, comprehension
quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further
develop students' critical thinking and writing skills,
and analysis of the text. About the Novel: Hoot is the
delightful story of Roy Eberhardt, who finds himself in
the unenviable position of being the new boy at his
school. Roy’s trouble-filled life, however, takes a turn
for the better when he encounters a peculiar “running
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boy” who answers only to “Mullet Fingers”. The two
boys save a colony of burrowing owls from being
disrupted at a local construction site. Along the way
they learn many life lessons as they deal with many
challenges. Roy and Mullet Fingers gather help in
their quest from some of the most unexpected
sources and finally uncover the truth about how
Mother Paula is attempting to circumvent the law in
having their restaurant built on that particular site. All
of our content is aligned to your State Standards and
are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

Walk Two Moons
Snakes, grizzlies, a missing dad, a menacing drone
Carl Hiaasen delivers a wickledly funny, slightly
subversive tale in his latest New York Times
bestseller. Some facts about Billy Dickens: * He once
saw a biker swerve across the road in order to run
over a snake. * Later, that motorcycle somehow
ended up at the bottom of a canal. * Billy isn't the
type to let things go. Some facts about Billy's family: *
They've lived in six different Florida towns because
Billy's mom insists on getting a house near a bald
eagle nest. * Billy's dad left when he was four and is a
total mystery. * Billy has just found his dad's
address--in Montana. This summer, Billy will fly across
the country, hike a mountain, float a river, dodge a
grizzly bear, shoot down a spy drone, save a
neighbor's cat, save an endangered panther, and then
try to save his own father.

The Hot Zone
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When 12-year-old Cooper Vega moves for the third
time in five years, he receives a state-of-the-art
smartphone to help him stay in touch with old friends.
He's had phones before, but this one is buggy and
unpredictable. When a boy named Roderick Northrop
communicates with him through the phone, Cooper
realizes the phone isn't buggy at all; the thing is
haunted!

Hoot
A vibrant new voice . . . a modern classic. For
generations, the Beaumont family has harbored a
magical secret. They each possess a “savvy”—a
special supernatural power that strikes when they
turn thirteen. Grandpa Bomba moves mountains, her
older brothers create hurricanes and spark electricity
. . . and now it’s the eve of Mibs’s big day. As if
waiting weren’t hard enough, the family gets scary
news two days before Mibs’s birthday: Poppa has
been in a terrible accident. Mibs develops the singular
mission to get to the hospital and prove that her new
power can save her dad. So she sneaks onto a
salesman’s bus . . . only to find the bus heading in the
opposite direction. Suddenly Mibs finds herself on an
unforgettable odyssey that will force her to make
sense of growing up—and of other people, who might
also have a few secrets hidden just beneath the skin.

Flush
#1 New York Times Bestseller Over 1 million copies
sold In this generation-defining self-help guide, a
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superstar blogger cuts through the crap to show us
how to stop trying to be "positive" all the time so that
we can truly become better, happier people. For
decades, we’ve been told that positive thinking is the
key to a happy, rich life. "F**k positivity," Mark
Manson says. "Let’s be honest, shit is f**ked and we
have to live with it." In his wildly popular Internet
blog, Manson doesn’t sugarcoat or equivocate. He
tells it like it is—a dose of raw, refreshing, honest
truth that is sorely lacking today. The Subtle Art of
Not Giving a F**k is his antidote to the coddling, let’sall-feel-good mindset that has infected American
society and spoiled a generation, rewarding them with
gold medals just for showing up. Manson makes the
argument, backed both by academic research and
well-timed poop jokes, that improving our lives hinges
not on our ability to turn lemons into lemonade, but
on learning to stomach lemons better. Human beings
are flawed and limited—"not everybody can be
extraordinary, there are winners and losers in society,
and some of it is not fair or your fault." Manson
advises us to get to know our limitations and accept
them. Once we embrace our fears, faults, and
uncertainties, once we stop running and avoiding and
start confronting painful truths, we can begin to find
the courage, perseverance, honesty, responsibility,
curiosity, and forgiveness we seek. There are only so
many things we can give a f**k about so we need to
figure out which ones really matter, Manson makes
clear. While money is nice, caring about what you do
with your life is better, because true wealth is about
experience. A much-needed grab-you-by-theshoulders-and-look-you-in-the-eye moment of realtalk, filled with entertaining stories and profane,
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ruthless humor, The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F**k is
a refreshing slap for a generation to help them lead
contented, grounded lives.

Skink--No Surrender
50 years of an iconic classic! This international
bestseller and inspiration for a beloved movie is a
heroic story of friendship and belonging. No one ever
said life was easy. But Ponyboy is pretty sure that
he's got things figured out. He knows that he can
count on his brothers, Darry and Sodapop. And he
knows that he can count on his friends—true friends
who would do anything for him, like Johnny and TwoBit. But not on much else besides trouble with the
Socs, a vicious gang of rich kids whose idea of a good
time is beating up on “greasers” like Ponyboy. At
least he knows what to expect—until the night
someone takes things too far. The Outsiders is a
dramatic and enduring work of fiction that laid the
groundwork for the YA genre. S. E. Hinton's classic
story of a boy who finds himself on the outskirts of
regular society remains as powerful today as it was
the day it was first published. "The Outsiders
transformed young-adult fiction from a genre mostly
about prom queens, football players and high school
crushes to one that portrayed a darker, truer world."
—The New York Times "Taut with tension, filled with
drama." —The Chicago Tribune "[A] classic coming-ofage book." —Philadelphia Daily News A New York
Herald Tribune Best Teenage Book A Chicago Tribune
Book World Spring Book Festival Honor Book An ALA
Best Book for Young Adults Winner of the
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Massachusetts Children's Book Award

The Adventures of a Girl Called Bicycle
Take a romp in the swamp with this New York Times
bestselling mystery adventure set in the Florida Keys
from Newbery Honoree Carl Hiaasen! Noah's dad is
sure that the owner of the Coral Queen casino boat is
flushing raw sewage into the harbor—which has made
taking a dip at the local beach like swimming in a
toilet. He can't prove it though, and so he decides
that sinking the boat will make an effective
statement. Right. The boat is pumped out and back in
business within days and Noah's dad is in the local
lock-up. Now Noah is determined to succeed where
his dad failed. He will prove that the Coral Queen is
dumping illegally . . . somehow. “The writing is pitch
perfect.” —The New York Times “A royal flush.”
—Chicago Sun-Times “Classic Hiaasen—laugh-outloud satire in a Florida setting.” —Life

Esperanza Rising (Scholastic Gold)
From the best-selling author of Skinny Dip and Razor
Girl, a hilarious new novel of social and political
intrigue, set against the glittering backdrop of
Florida's gold coast. It's the height of the Palm Beach
charity ball season: for every disease or cause,
there's a reason for the local luminaries to eat
(minimally), drink (maximally), and be seen. But when
a prominent high-society dowager suddenly vanishes
during a swank gala, and is later found dead in a
concrete grave, panic and chaos erupt. Kiki Pew was
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notable not just for her wealth and her jewels--she
was an ardent fan of the Winter White House resident
just down the road, and a founding member of the
POTUSSIES, a group of women dedicated to
supporting their President. Never one to miss an
opportunity to play to his base, the President
immediately declares that Kiki was the victim of
rampaging immigrant hordes. This, it turns out, is far
from the truth. The truth might just lie in the middle
of the highway, where a bizarre discovery brings the
First Lady's motorcade to a grinding halt (followed by
some grinding between the First Lady and a lovestruck Secret Service agent). Enter Angie Armstrong,
wildlife wrangler extraordinaire, who arrives at her
own conclusions after she is summoned to the posh
island to deal with a mysterious and impolite influx of
huge, hungry pythons . . . Carl Hiaasen can brighten
even the darkest of days and Squeeze Me is pure,
unadulterated Hiaasen. Irreverent, ingenious, and
highly entertaining, Squeeze Me perfectly captures
the absurdity of our times.

Too Hot to Hoot
My Weirder School Collection:
A journey through a land where Milo learns the
importance of words and numbers provides a cure for
his boredom.

The Most Dangerous Game
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Imagine a killer with the infectiousness of the
common cold and power of the Black Death. Imagine
something so deadly that it wipes out 90% of those it
touches. Imagine an organism against which there is
no defence. But you don't need to imagine. Such a
killer exists: it is a virus and its name is Ebola. The
Hot Zone tells what happens when the unthinkable
becomes reality: when a deadly virus, from the rain
forests of Africa, crosses continents and infects a
monkey house ten miles from the White House. Ebola
is that reality. It has the power to decimate the
world's population. Try not to panic. It will be back.
There is nothing you can do

The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck
Carl Hiaasen serves up his unique brand of swamp
justice in the New York Times bestseller Skink—No
Surrender. A National Book Award Longlist Selection
When your cousin goes missing under suspicious
circumstances, who do you call? There’s only one
man for the job: a half-crazed, half-feral, one-eyed exgovernor named Skink. Skink joins 14-year-old
Richard on a breakneck chase across Florida,
undaunted by lightning storms, poisonous snakes,
flying bullets, and giant gators. There are a million
places cousin Malley could be, a million unpleasant
fates that might have befallen her, but one thing is
certain: in the Florida swamp, justice is best served
wild. SUNSHINE STATE AWARD FINALIST!
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